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Introduction
Developments in robust control thery are providing the engineer with the bility fo symatically hadling modds with inceasingly sophisticated uncertaintY descriPtions, including aitive noie together with block structured, norm boundel perturbations. Dependn on tle assumptions, these perturbations can represet uncertainties arising from "anmodeled dynamics" a well as parametric variations. While there are many important usolved problems, particularly for models with many perturbations, substantial progress both in theory and computation has made it possible for these techniques to be applied routindy in engneerig design.
While the synthesis and analysis theories give a rigorous means of handling a rich of uncertainty descriptions, the onus is stil: on the desiner to appropriately model the system in this more complicatd framework. Robust control design lead to contrlles that have guaranteed performance and stability with reset to all members of a model set. Including physicaly unrealistic models in the model set can make the design conservative as it may be these models whikh determine the worst case system behavior. The deigner therefore wants a model set description which is "tight", in that no phydscaly unrealistic models are induded, and yet describes all pertinent behaviors of the physical system. Identification in the proces of generatig a model from experimental input-output data. A robust contromodel is more complicated than the standard linear system transfer function model -the structure of the uncerainty as well as bounds on its size must als be specified. Standard I+ s'-a and that u, the known input is a sinusoid of unit magnitude at frequency, w = 0.1 rad/sec. The problem can be considered as a constant matrix problem at w = 0-1 rad/sec. The input is therefore 1, and the nominal modeled output would be Gu = (1-j). Assume however that y is measured to be y = (1-1.lj)
The discrepancy could be attributed entirely to w, so that W = -j, A =0, or entirely to A (A= -j, w=0).
To see the significance of this choice, consider the effect of putting negative feedback from y to u. If A = 0 then the resulting closed loop system is stable for any negative feedback gain. Performance measured, say, as the transfer function from w to y in the dosed loop system could then be made arbitrarily good. If, on the other hand, A = -j, at w = 0. and account for the observation with tw = 0 and A = 0. The ambiguity could be taken still further -the above example assumed that the A block entered the system additively, while it could just as easily be modeled in several other ways.
This discuson illustrates the importance of information about the structure of the model in the ietia procedure. First principles modeling will often provide such information and an initial nominal model. Clearly engineering judgement will always be required in the generation of Fu(P,A) models.
Model Validation
The model validation theory gives a means of testing a robust control model against the past data. A necessary condition for the suitability of a given model is that it can account for all past data. In the robust control framework this means that for each observed input-output datum there exists a model in the model set Smith[l] . Here liwil will denote the usual Eucidean norm, and BA will be the set of contractions in the corresponding induced norm.
The assumptions of the model are reformulated as constraints on the signals illustrated in Figure 1 It is of value to note however that performance functions can be defined which result in the above optimization reducing to a p calculation of the type discussed in Section 2.3. Consider the model validation problem in this framework. In this problem a candidate robust control model is compared to the datum. There is no 0 component in A. The problem then becomes does there exist an admissible (A,w). In the problem studied by Smith [1] , the performance function is chosen as *(Ql,AlW) = IW Here $ is a set of frequendes, -,... ,w,n and the input and output data are known at each frequency: y(w,), u(w,), i = 1,..., n. The choice of llwll as the performance function has the advantage that minimizing w(wt), i = 1 . . ., n, minimizes $(f, A, t). The problem then breaks down into n independent problems as the A is also independent over frequency:
For each wi, i = 1, ... , n, the model validation problem becomes, using the notation yj = y(wi), min Ilwtli subject to y-= F0(M(jwi), Ai) [ i] and lAcill < 1. This paper will introduce a framework which can handle certain types of performance functions which do not break down into independent p type problems for each value of Q2. The robust parameter identification problem has this property.
A Series of Examples
The concepts of the previous sections will be illustrated by a series of examples. These will be progressively more difficult problems, leading up to the robust parameter identification problem.
Calculating a Frequency Response
This example considers the case when 'P = fl. There are no parameters, 0, nor is there any uncertainty, A. The simplest meaningful problem in such a framework is the calculation of a frequency response.
Consider a known single-input single-output transfer function which is to be calculated at a series of frequencies: wi,
The example system is described by the transfer function The above example considered a SISO system. The discussion applies directly to MIMO system with the result that N is block diagonal. Clearly, in this example, the problem can be decomposed into n independent problems.
A Model Validation Example
The interconnection structure for this problem will be formed with P = diag(fl,A). Consider the system shown in Figure 2, where G is that given in the previous section, Equation 6 . The problem is now to test for the existence of n perturbation blocks, A, and wv E C" such that the model accounts for the data. However 
A Robust Parameter Identification Example
The example of the previous two sections is extended to a robust parameter identification problem. Consider the time constant, r, to be uncertain. It is likely that bounds on r can be postulated for a physical problem. Assume then that r lies within a range; r,,i,n < r < rm,= Reformulate this as r = ro+ W9 where 9 E R, J64 < 1.
The nominal, ro, and the weight, Wr are given by Wr= (r,w. --r,,j)/2, and mr = rr, + Wr. The input-output data is known at a series of frequencies, wi, i = 1,. . ., n. Again the LFT of Equation 7 is duplicated at each frequency, a = jW,, giving the system, where 9 E P = diag(fl,e,A). The subblocks are structured as e = Ih,, and A = diag(A,...,A,). Choose Q = diag(jw, . . . ,jwn), and dose the upper loop around Q, giving N = F,(f, Q). The resulting system is where 9 E 'P = diag(0,A) = diag(OI1n,Ax,...,A*).
As in the example of Section 4.2, the inputs, u, and outputs, y, have the interpretation of vectors over Q.
Consider the block structure, ', for this system. A is induded n times as, by the hypotheses of the model, the value of A is independent over frequency. However, for the parameter identification problem to make sense, 9 is required to be a constant over all frequencies. It therefore enters the structure, P, as a repeated block. Furthermore the value of 9 is required to be real. It is the presence of this constant parameter which prevents the problem being decomposed into a smaller independent problem at each of the n frequencies.
The robust parameter identification problem now becomes the problem of finding 9 such that there exists A E BA and tv E BL2 such that yFu(N, diag(6Pin, Al,.
The performance function, 4(0, A, w), allows one to choose the "best" such 9.
The physical requirement that 1i1 < 1 also allows the choice of performance functions that make the robust parameter identification problem into a model validation problem. As 11811 < The choice of$ = liwil in the original model validation problem was motivated by the desire to have the problem decompose into independent problems at each frequency. This is no longer an issue in the large interconnection structure -all frequencies are specified as elements of U and included in the single problem. More general p like, performance functions can now be considered.
